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INTRODUCTION AND INTEREST OF AMICI!

The New York City Department of Education ("DOE") permits community

organizations to use assembly halls and classrooms within the public schools when

the facilities are not being utilized for school activities. Yet, the DOE denies

access to these school facilities if the groups seek access for the purpose of

conducting "religious worship services" within the schools or to use the facilities

This is a case of countervailing constitutional rights and values. When this

as a "house of worship." This case involves the question as to whether this policy

of the DOE is constitutional.

controversy was before this Court in 2011, the competing tension involved

balancing the "equal access" principle of the First Amendment's speech and

assembly clauses against the limitations imposed by the Establishment Clause.

The question of whether the use of government property by a religious group is

warranted by the equal access principle or whether granting access crosses the line

into governmental endorsement of religion so as to violate the Establishment

Clause can be difficult to resolve in some circumstances. Resolution of the

question often turns upon a careful consideration of the nature of the property at

issue, the character of the religious expression and all the context and "social facts"

1 Pursuant to Fed. R. App. Proc. 29(c)(4), amici curiae state that all parties have consented to
the filing of this brief. Pursuant to Fed. R. App. Proc. 29(c)(5) and L.R. 29.1, amici state that no
counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or in part; no counselor party made a monetary
contribution intended to fund the preparation or submission of this brief; and no person other
than amici, their members, or their counsel made a monetary contribution to its preparation or
submission.



surrounding the controversy.' Justice O'Connor's concurring opinion in Capitol

Square Review & Advisory Board v. Pinette, 515 U.S. 753 (1995) reflected upon

the nature of this judicial inquiry:

[The Establishment Clause] imposes affirmative obligations that may require
a State, in some situations, to take steps to avoid being perceived as
supporting or endorsing a private religious message. That is, the
Establishment Clause forbids a State from hiding behind the application of
formally neutral criteria and remaining studiously oblivious to the effects of
its actions. Governmental intent cannot control, and not all state policies are
permissible under the Religion Clauses simply because they are neutral in
form ... [w]here the government's operation of a public forum has the effect
of endorsing religion, even if the governmental actor neither intends nor
actively encourages that result ... the Establishment Clause is violated. This
is so not because of "transferred endorsement," ... or mistaken attribution of
private speech to the State, but because the State's own actions (operating
the forum in a particular manner and permitting the religious expression to
take place therein), and their relationship to the private speech at issue,
actually convey a message of endorsement. At some point, for example, a
private religious group may so dominate a public forum that a formal policy
of equal access is transformed into a demonstration of approval ... Other
circumstances may produce the same effect--whether because of the fortuity
of geography, the nature of the particular public space, or the character of
the religious speech at issue, among others.

515 U.S. at 777-78.

This Court's opinion of June, 2011 explored the relevant social facts and

context of the present dispute and concluded that the DOE policy did not violate

2 As the Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized, "under the Establishment Clause, context is
key." McCreary County v ACLU of Ky. 545 U.S. 844, 867 (2005). See also, e.g., Santa Fe
Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 315 (2000) ("We refuse to turn a blind eye to the context
in which this policy arose .... "); Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577,597 (1992) ("Our
Establishment Clause jurisprudence remains a delicate and fact-sensitive one.").

Moreover, the assessment of "social" facts" is generally treated as a legal question. Lynch v.
Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668, 693-94 (1984)("[W]hether a government activity communicates
endorsement of religion is ... in large part a legal question to be answered on the basis of judicial
interpretation of social facts.") (O'Connor, J., concurring).
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the equal access principle of the First Amendment. This appeal now focuses on the

question of whether this policy violates the Free Exercise Clause of the First

Amendment. The primary textual source of plaintiffs' constitutional claim may

differ on this appeal from that which was considered by this Court in June, 2011.

But, the essential balance of rights and interests is not much different.

The New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) is the New York State

affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). The NYCLU and ACLU

are deeply devoted to the protection and enhancement of fundamental rights and

liberties. Among the most fundamental rights are those that protect religious

freedom and the right to equal expressive opportunities - both of which are

implicated in this case. The NYCLU and ACLU value each of the rights raised by

this controversy. And where, as here, those rights conflict, we remain committed

to striking the appropriate balance between the competing claims. Accordingly,

the NYCLU and ACLU seek to address these competing constitutional claims as

amici curiae in this case.

In doing so, the NYCLU and ACLU conclude that this Court's decision of

June, 2011 properly disposed of plaintiffs' equal access claims and properly held

that the DOE's effort to bar the use of public school property for "worship

services" rested upon a reasonable concern that granting access might violate the

Establishment Clause.

3



The NYCLU and ACLU further conclude that even if the exclusion of

"worship services" were measured against the requirements of strict judicial

scrutiny, the DOE policy could have been and should have been upheld. This is

because the government has a compelling interest in not appearing to endorse

religion, in general, or a specific religious group, in particular. In this case, an

assessment of the "appearance of endorsement" requires consideration of the

nature of the particular public space, the character of the religious speech at issue,

and the domination of the forum by religious groups. Consideration of these

factors points decidedly toward the conclusion that permitting worship services in

public schools would create a strong appearance of endorsement. Given the

potentially perpetual occupation of the school facilities by the church each and

every Sunday, the powerful religious message that is conveyed in a worship

service, and the special status of public school buildings as the center of municipal

life in many New York City communities, reasonable observers within those

communities might well believe that, at least on Sundays, there is a unity between

public schools and church that conveys an endorsement of religion by the

government.

Finally, the NYCLU and ACLU conclude that, when measured against

plaintiffs' free exercise claims, the DOE policy must similarly be sustained as

reasonable or, under an alternative analytic approach, as justified by a narrowly

4



enforced compelling interest in avoiding an Establishment Clause violation. Each

of these conclusions is amplified in the Argument set forth below.

In reaching these conclusions, the NYCLU and ACLU, as amici curiae,

recognize the important constitutional values that are secured by the First

Amendment right of equal access and by the First Amendment right to the free

exercise of religion. We strongly support those values. Given the importance of

those values, we understand why the District Court would seek to pursue the

promise of the constitutional commitments embraced within the equal access and

free exercise principles of the First Amendment. But the Establishment Clause is

as important to the protection of religious freedom as is the Free Exercise Clause.

And, for the reasons set forth below, the District Court erred in discounting its

application in this case.

5



ARGUMENT

L THE DOE POLICY AT ISSUE HERE CAN PROPERLY BE
UNDERSTOOD AS A REASONABLE, VIEWPOINT-NEUTRAL
MEASURE THAT EXCLUDES A CATEGORY OF EXPRESSIVE
ACTIVITIES FROM A LIMITED PUBLIC FORUM.

The First Amendment embraces a strong equality principle. Writing for the

Court in Police Department v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92, 96 (1972), Justice Marshall

observed:

There is an "equality status in the field of ideas" and government must
afford all points of view an equal opportunity to be heard. Once a forum is
opened up to assembly or speaking by some groups, government may not
prohibit others from assembling or speaking on the basis of what they intend
to say.

This equality principle has been repeatedly invoked by the Court to confer

upon religious organizations an equal access to public fora. Good News Club v.

Medford Central School, 533 U.S. 98 (2001) (private religious group permitted use

of school's facilities for afterschool Bible study and religious instruction in

school's facilities); Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the University of

Virginia, 515 U.S. 819 (1995) (university obligated to provide financial subsidy to

student religious publications); Lamb's Chapel v. Center Moriches Union Free

schoo1's facilities for after-hours religious-oriented film series on family values,

School Dist., 508 U.S. 384 (1993) (private religious group permitted use of

child rearing); Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1981) (university obligated to

permit student group to use facilities to hold Bible studies, religious discussions);

6



public parks for prayer meetings).

Niemotko v. Maryland, 340 U.S. 268 (1951) (religious speakers permitted to use

But, this equality principle - however vigorous it may be - is not without

limitations. As Judge Calabresi observed in his 2007 concurring opinion in this

case: "[T]he Constitution does not guarantee unlimited freedom to speak on

government property [citation omitted]." Bronx Household of Faith v. Board of

Education, 492 F.3d 89, 96 (2d Ciro2007). In this regard, Judge Calabresi further

noted that "the Supreme Court has defined four categories of 'fora for expression

... that correspondingly fall along a spectrum of constitutional protection. ,,, Id.

The public forum doctrine, as developed by the Supreme Court, holds that

"in traditional public fora - streets, parks and places that 'by long tradition ... have

excluded only if exclusion is 'necessary to serve a compelling state interest and the

been devoted to assembly and debate' [citation omitted] - speakers can be

exclusion is narrowly drawn to achieve that interest. [citation omitted]." Id. The

same constitutional standard would apply to a second category of forum, the

as a public forum for all manner of expression even though the property is not, by

"designated public forum," where the government has allowed property to be used

its nature, a traditional public forum. Id.

The third category of forum has been described as the "limited public

forum." This category involves "a place or channel of communication for use by

the public at large for assembly and speech, for use by certain speakers, or for

7



discussion of certain subjects." Cornelius v. NAACP Legal Defense and Educ.

Fund, 473 U.S. 788, 802 (1985). Following Supreme Court precedent, this Court

has observed that in a "limited public forum," an entire class of speakers or

subjects may be excluded under "reasonable, viewpoint-neutral rules governing the

content of speech allowed." Peck v. Baldwinsville Cent. Sch. Dist., 426 F.3d 617,

626 (2d Ciro 2005). This Court has further observed that, with regard to a "limited

public forum," once the government "allows expressive activities of a certain

genre, it may not selectively deny access for other activities of that genre." Travis

v. Owego Apalachin School tn«, 927 F.2d 688, 692 (2d Ciro 1991). Finally, the

Supreme Court has noted that in a "non-public forum" - such as a government

workplace which has not been opened to the public by tradition or designation -

speech may be permitted and excluded by means of "reasonable" content-based

restrictions as long as these restrictions do not "suppress expression" on the basis

of viewpoint. Cornelius, supra.

In its June, 2011 decision in this case, this Court concluded that the DOE has

opened a "limited public forum" in allowing members of the public to use public

school facilities when such facilities are not being used for school activities. Bronx

Household of Faith v. Board of Education, 650 F.3d 30,36 (2d Ciro 2011). This

conclusion is correct and does not appear to be seriously contested.

The June, 2011 decision further held that, in excluding "worship services"

from public school facilities and in prohibiting the creation of "houses of worship"

8



in such facilities, the DOE's policy was "viewpoint neutral." 650 F.3d at 36-41.

This conclusion also seems correct. After all, the policy does not favor one

religious group over another. All "worship services" are excluded regardless of the

views expressed during the "worship services."

There is one feature of this controversy that complicates somewhat the

analytic picture presented by this case. That feature involves the fact that the

services" or as a "house of worship" but the policy does not exclude religious

current DOE policy excludes groups who seek to use school facilities for "worship

meetings at which prayers and religious songs and religious instruction and

discussion take place.

The distinction drawn by the DOE policy provokes precisely the sorts of

questions that Judge Calabresi properly asked in his July, 2007 concurring opinion.

As framed by Judge Calabresi the questions are: "What ... is worship? Is it an

approach to or a way of considering an otherwise permitted subject of discussion,

or is it a unique subject?" Bronx Household a/Faith, 492 F.3d at 100. Judge

Calabresi's answer to the question he framed is that "worship services" constitute a

This Court's June 2011 decision treated "worship services" and creating a

unique category of expressive activity.'

"house of worship" as a unique and distinct category of expression. It described

3 Judge Calabresi further observed that worship is more than simply an "agglomeration" of
ceremonies and rituals. He concluded that "[w]orship is adoration, not ritual; and any other
characterization of it is both profoundly demeaning and false." Id. at 103.

9



In this regard, the Cornelius case is particularly instructive. Cornelius

this category as a speech-act - the conduct of an event or activity. Bronx

Household of Faith, 650 F.3d 30,37 (2d Ciro2011). Accordingly, the categorical

exclusion of "worship services" from schools was not regarded as viewpoint-

based. Id.

involved a policy of the federal government that allowed health and welfare

charities to participate in the Combined Federal Campaign ("CFC") but that
\

excluded political advocacy organizations and those devoted to litigation from

participation in the CFC. In reviewing the constitutionality of this policy, the

Court employed a public forum analysis concluding that the CFC was a "non-

public forum." Cornelius, 473 U.S. at 805. And the Court further held that

advocacy and litigating organizations were engaged in a categorically distinct

activity from health and welfare charities. In essence, the Cornelius Court

concluded that because of its evocative and controversial nature as well as its

distinctive substantive characteristics, political advocacy was qualitatively, and

therefore, categorically different from the speech in support of the charities that

were permitted to solicit by the CFC. Consequently, the Court upheld the

categorical distinctions drawn by the CFC policy upon a finding that it was

"reasonable" to exclude advocacy and litigating organizations.

This case is similar to Cornelius. From the standpoint of style and

substance, worship services seem qualitatively and categorically different from the

10



religious speech and activities that are more generally permitted in the schools

under the current DOE policy. As in Cornelius, the exclusion of this category of

speech-act is not viewpoint-based. As in Cornelius, the exclusion of this category

of speech-act could properly be sustained if found to be "reasonable."

Finally, in a similar respect, the Second Circuit has rejected the argument

that conduct-regulating policy constituted viewpoint discrimination simply because

it had a disparate impact on certain viewpoints. Boy Scouts of America v. Wyman,

335 F.3d 80, 93-95 (2d Ciro2003) (rejecting argument).

Accordingly, this Court applied well-settled precedent when it concluded, in

2011, that school officials were concerned that "the regular, long-term conversion

of school into state-subsidized churches on Sundays would violate the

Establishment Clause by reason of public perception of endorsement"; that this

concern was "reasonable"; and that the DOE policy at issue here was, therefore,

constituti onal.

These conclusions are not only correct but represent the law of the case.

United States V. Quintieri, 306 F.3d 1217, 1225 (2d Ciro2002), cert. denied, 539

U.S. 902 (2003)(trial court is required to follow appellate court's previous ruling

on an issue in same case); United States V. Ueda, 940 F.2d 753, 757 (2d Ciro

1991)(trial court barred from reconsidering or modifying any of its prior decisions

previously ruled on by the court of appeals).
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In dissenting from the panel's June, 2011 decision, Judge Walker expressed

II. EVEN IP, ARGUENDO, THE DOE POLICY WERE MEASURED
AGAINST THE REQUIREMENTS OP STRICT JUDICIAL
SCRUTINY, THE POLICY WOULD BE CONSTITUTIONAL.

the view that the ban on worship services constituted "viewpoint discrimination"

and that, therefore, a "compelling" justification was necessary to uphold the policy.

But even if the DOE policy were measured against the requirements of strict

judicial scrutiny, the DOE policy would be constitutional. As discussed below, the

The Supreme Court has repeatedly observed that the avoidance of an

policy advances a compelling interest and does so in a narrowly tailored fashion.

Establishment Clause violation constitutes a compelling governmental interest.

necessity of complying with the Constitution's prohibition against state

See Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 837 (a viewpoint-based distinction is "excused by the

establishment of religion"); Lamb's Chapel, 508 U.S. at 394 ("[T]he interest of the

State in avoiding an Establishment Clause violation may be a compelling one

justifying an abridgement of free speech.") (internal quotation marks and brackets

omitted); cf Widmar, 454 U.S. at 271 ("[T]he interest of the University in

complying with its constitutional obligations may be characterized as

compelling."). See also Capitol Square Review and Advisory Board v. Pinette, 515

U.S. at 761-62 ("[C]ompliance with the Establishment Clause is a state interest

sufficiently compelling to justify content-based restrictions on speech.").

12



The Supreme Court has further recognized that an Establishment Clause

violation will occur in circumstances where a practice or policy conveys a message

of endorsement of religion to "a reasonable observer" within the community. See

Elk Grove Unified School District v. Newdow, 542 U.S. 1,35 (2004); County of

Allegheny v. ACLU, 492 U.S. 573,592 (1989); Lamb's Chapel, 508 U.S. at 395.

Since its inception, the endorsement test has been concerned with both perceived

and actual endorsement of religious speech. Thus, in County of Allegheny v.

ACLU, supra, the Court observed that "[t]he Establishment Clause, at the very

least, prohibits government from appearing to take a position on questions of

religious belief." Allegheny, 492 U.S. at 593~94. A concern with the appearance of

endorsement has played a significant, and recurrent, role in subsequent decisions.

See Santa Fe Indepdent School District v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 298 (2000) (noting

that a constitutional violation can rest on "actual or perceived endorsement");

Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 850 (O'Connor, J., concurring) (addressing whether there

is a "danger that the message of anyone publication is perceived as endorsed by

the University"); Lamb's Chapel, 508 U.S. at 395 (asking whether there is a

"realistic danger that the community would think that the District was endorsing

religion or any particular creed").

This Court is familiar with circumstances where religious speech on

government property undertaken by private entities and individuals is so closely

associated, in the public mind, with the symbols of government power as to create

13



the appearance of endorsement. Thus, in Kaplan v. City of Burlington, 891 F.2d

1024 (2d Ciro 1989), this Court found that the construction of an "unattended

solitary display" of a Chanukah Menorah in a City Hall park conveyed the

appearance of endorsement of religion in violation of the Establishment Clause.

Two years later, this Court reiterated the earlier ruling and invalidated a slightly

modified religious display as an impermissible endorsement of religion where the

display was again placed in the City Hall park in close proximity to the seat of

municipal power. Chabad-Lubavitch of Vermont V. City of Burlington, 936 F.2d

109 (2d Ciro 1991).

If the impermissible appearance of endorsement is created by placing a

solitary religious symbol in close proximity to a municipal office building, then a

violation of the Establishment Clause must surely occur where, as here, actual

worship services are performed not just near a government building but in it; and

where, as here, the building is a public school which, in countless communities,

serves as the most significant outpost of municipal government. Public school

buildings are one of a small group of municipal buildings in a community. And

more than any other government building, they are regularly - almost consistently

- in use by members of the community for important and legally required

activities. In most New York City communities, the public school building is the

principal place for the community and the site for community meetings and

recreation. It often provides the location for the community's polling place on

14



Election Day. As the instrument of public education, it is the institution within the

community that most represents our democratic commitment to pluralism and

diversity. It is the governmental institution within the community most associated

with democratic governance and community engagement. Public schools are "at

once the symbol of our democracy and the most pervasive means for promoting

our common destiny" Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 584 (l987)(quoting

Ill. ex rel. McCollum v. Bd. ofEduc., 333 u.s. 203 (1948)).

As noted above, an assessment of "endorsement" or "the appearance of

endorsement" requires consideration of a number of factors including the nature of

the particular public space, the character of the religious speech, and the

domination of the public forum by the religious groups seeking access to the

forum. Consideration of these factors points decidedly toward the conclusion that

permitting worship services in the public schools conveys the appearance of

endorsement of religion within the communities where such services take place.

As previously noted, in these communities, the public school buildings constitute

the most significant representatives of municipal government. Moreover, "worship

services" generally represent the most dramatic and evocative form of religious

expression. Finally, the religious groups tend to denominate the forum, at least on

Sundays, in both a temporal and spatial sense. They use the school building every

Sunday in potential perpetuity. And when they use the building they often

dominate the facility by utilizing the largest assembly halls and rooms in the

15



school. So understood, a policy of permitting "worship services" in the public

schools would convey the "appearance of endorsement" of religion in violation of

The plaintiffs in this case have suggested that disclaimers can cure any

the Establishment Clause.

Establishment Clause problems here. And, indeed, the DOE has a policy of

requiring all community groups that use school facilities to make clear that in

providing access to the public schools the city is not endorsing the views expressed

by the groups that are using the schools." But on the record adduced in this case,

the disclaimer requirement is more honored in the breach than the observance.'

And, in any event, disclaimers do not insulate challenged policies and practices

from Establishment Clause review, and "no sign can disclaim an overwhelming

message of endorsement." Allegheny, 492 U.S. at 619.

4 The New York City Department of Education mandates that all outside organizations utilizing
school premises "make the following disclaimer on all public notices or on any other material,
including media or internet use, that mentions the school's name or school address in connection
with the activity to be held on school grounds, and on any signs posted inside or outside the
school at the time of the activity: 'This activity is not sponsored or endorsed by the New York
City Department of Education or the City of New York." See New York City Department of
Education Extended Use of Building Approved Permit Applications. A.275, A.277, A.281,
A284, A.287.
5 The churches have used various methods to advertise their presence in schools. The churches
generally place signs and banners and announcement boards both inside and outside of the
schools announcing their presence within the school facilities. Many congregations have church
members stand at the school doors who greet people, distribute literature for the services and
encourage passer-bys to attend. Defs. 56.1 St. ~ 65-66 reproduced in this record at A.948-950.
The churches distribute flyers or postcards advertising their services at the particular school
and/or maintain Internet web sites that identify the school as the location for their worship
services. Defs. 56.1 St. ~ 57 at A.943. The churches also use signs, banners, media
advertisements including radio advertisements, and informal conversations with the public.
Defs. 56.1 St. ~ 65 at A.948-950. With very few exceptions, no disclaimer at all appears on the
churches' materials or web sites indicating that the New York City Department of Education does
not sponsor or endorse the organization.
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Finally, the DOE's policy of permitting many forms of religious speech

(including religious instruction and religious songs and discussion) while at the

same time prohibiting the use of school facilities for "worship services" or the

maintenance of a "house of worship" could, if not sensitively administered, create

a potential entanglement problem which would result in an Establishment Clause

violation. See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1970)(policy must not foster an

excessive governmental entanglement with religion). In this regard, the prospect

of DOE officials' micromanaging the content and substance of the religious speech

that takes place in schools in order to determine whether the expression constitutes

a "worship service" could pose formidable problems under the Establishment

Clause.

The DOE, however, has refrained from that sort of intrusion into and

evaluation of the religious speech taking place within the schools. Instead, the

DOE essentially relies upon the organizations' own statements as to whether they

The DOE considers the statements by the organizations made on the

intend to use the facilities for "worship services" or as a "house of worship,"?

applications to use school facilities as well as the statements made by the

organizations in advertising the activities that they will pursue in the schools. If

the organizations seek to use the facilities for "worship services" or if the

6This process, with all record citations, is more fully described at pp. 9-19 of Appellant's
principal Brief dated September 10, 2012.
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advertisements to the public state that the groups intend to conduct religious

services they will be denied access to the schools. But if public statements of a

group indicate that it does not seek to use the facilities for "worship services" the

group will be granted access if the facilities are available.

In sum, the DOE's policy is justified by the compelling interest in avoiding

an Establishment Clause violation, and it pursues that compelling interest with

sensitive tools and in a narrowly tailored fashion.
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III. THE DOE POLICY DOES NOT VIOLATE THE FREE
EXERCISE CLAUSE.

In Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520

(1993), the Court drew upon its earlier decision in Employment Division v. Smith,

494 U.S. 872 (1990) to assert that "[ijn addressing the constitutional protection for

free exercise of religion, our cases establish the general proposition that a law that

is neutral and of general applicability need not be justified by a compelling

governmental interest even if the law has an incidental effect of burdening a

particular religious practice." Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 531. The Court further

concluded, however, that a law that was not neutral and that, in fact, disfavored a

particular religious group must be subjected to "strict judicial scrutiny." Lukumi,

The Lukumi case involved city ordinances that prohibited the religious ritual

508 U.S. at 546.

of sacrificing animals. The city defended the enactments upon the claim that the

ordinances were neutral and of general applicability. The Supreme Court rejected

the city's defense. But, it did so upon finding that the laws were targeted

enacted 'because of not merely 'in spite of their suppression of Santeria religious

particularly at the practices of the Santeria religion and that "the ordinances were

practice." Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 540. Consequently, the Court subjected the

ordinances to strict judicial scrutiny and, in doing so, found the enactment

unconstitutional. So understood, Lukumi -- which involved an enactment that was
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targeted at a specific religion and at a ritual of that religion -- is distinguishable

from this case, which involves no such impermissible targeting of a specific

religion.

In this case, the District Court relied upon Lukumi in evaluating the DOE

policy against the requirements of "strict judicial scrutiny" and in reaching its

conclusion that the policy does not survive such scrutiny. As noted, Lukumi is

plainly distinguishable from this case. But even if, Lukumi could properly be read

as supporting the application of the DOE policy to strict judicial scrutiny, it would

survive such scrutiny for the reasons set forth in Point II above.
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CONCLUSION

Dated: New York, New York
September 17,2012

For the foregoing reasons, the decision of the District Court should be

reversed.
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